Products & services

Make harvesting easy – leave it to the
professionals!
NATIONAL HARVESTERS

MECHANICAL HARVESTING
National Harvesters offer professional, efficient solutions for all
your harvesting needs. An experienced, SA based family-owned
We Make It Easy For You!
Hayley & Ian Mead
Australian company, National Harvesters offer their services to
• Free on site consultations
• Flexibility
• We’ll help you maximise your yield
• Professional job with modern
growers across all states.
• Extensive industry knowledge at
technology guaranteed
Run by father and daughter team Ian and Hayley Mead, their
your disposal
• We can sell & transport your oil
aim is to make harvesting an easy and stress-free process, while also
ensuring maximum efficiency and crop yield.
“We’ve been in the industry for more than 17 years, both growing
and harvesting olives, so growers can rest assure we understand whatWE HARVEST A VARIETY OF
ORCHARD CROPS INCLUDING:
you want in a harvesting service,” Hayley said.
OLIVES • PISTACHIOS
BOOK NOW FOR THE UP & COMING SEASON. DON’T MISS OUT, CALL US TODA
“And combining that extensive industry knowledge with the latest PRUNES • CAROBS
NATIONAL HARVESTERS
technology means we can help you maximise your yield.”
CITRUS
Mobile: 0427879125 Email: nationalharvest@internode.on.net

Technology = efficiency

National Harvesters have a range of equipment and harvesting
systems designed to suit the varying needs of Australian growers and
grove styles.
“No one machine or system can provide the best efficiency in every
grove, so we tailor our service to each individual client and grove,”
Hayley said.
“Our OMC shake and catch system can harvest up to 300 trees
per hour, with the option of catching in bins or bulk capacity up to 10
tonnes, and is suitable for use on established trees of six years and
older.
“Our Gregoire G133v straddle system is the perfect harvester for
young trees, and also for super high density groves with varieties such
as Arbequina, Arbosana, Koroneiki and FS17.”

Harvesting … and much more

National Harvesters’ services don’t just stop when the fruit is off the
trees, Hayley said.
“We understand that olive growers differ in terms of how hands-on
they are in their groves. While many are full-time and can deal with
the harvested fruit themselves, others are looking for a wider range
of assistance in handling the harvesting and processing of their fruit.
“So we offer growers a complete “harvest time” service, including:
• olive harvesting
• transporting harvested olives to the processor
• assistance in arranging processing
• oil sales, for those without the time or inclination to market their oil
themselves.
“The service is flexible to meet each grower’s needs, and our

Experienced 
Professional 
Efficient
Modern technology
extensive industry knowledge means we can advise on the most
practical and efficient solutions based on those needs and the
physical attributes of the trees and grove.
“We also have a great team of friendly energetic employees and
are flexible with working hours to ensure we get the job done at the
optimal time.
“We’re here to make it easy for you, so call us to organise a free
onsite consultation, pre-harvest check and a friendly chat about the
season and your growing techniques.”
The time to plan for the 2019 harvest season is now: call Ian 0427879125 or Hayley - 0428891581 today and let National Harvesters
make your harvesting easy.
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